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Abstract—Hardware errors are becoming more prominent
with reducing feature sizes - however. tolerating them exclusively
in hardware is expensive. Researchers have explored softwarebased techniques for building error resilient applications for
hardware faults. However, software based error resilience techniques need configurable and accurate fault injection techniques
to evaluate their effectiveness. In this paper, we present LLFI,
a fault injector that works at the LLVM compiler’s intermediate
representation (IR) level of the application. LLFI is highly
configurable, and can be used to inject faults into selected targets
in the program in a fine-grained manner. We demonstrate the
utility of LLFI by using it to perform fault injection experiments
into nine programs, and study the effect of different injection
choices on their resilience, namely instruction type, register target
and number of bits flipped. We find that these parameters have
a marked effect on the evaluation of overall resilience.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Hardware faults are increasing due to shrinking feature
sizes and manufacturing variations. Simultaneously, diminishing design margins and stringent power constraints are
making it harder to provide sufficient redundancy for masking
faults from software. Researchers have predicted that computer
systems in the future will expose (some) hardware faults to the
software layer, and will expect the software to tolerate such
faults [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. Therefore, it is important to design
software error resilience mechanisms and evaluate them under
hardware faults.
To evaluate software error resilience, SoftwareImplemented Fault Injection (SWiFI) techniques emulate
hardware faults at the software level [6], [7], [8]. SWiFI
techniques typically operate at the assembly or machine code
levels of the program as it is easier to emulate hardware
faults at the low level. However, it is challenging to map the
results of the injection back to the program’s source code,
which is needed for understanding and improving the error
resilience of programs. To alleviate the difficulty associated
with mapping fault-injection results from the assembly code
to the source code, high level fault-injection mechanisms
operate at, or close to the source code [9], [5], [10], [2],
[11]. These techniques allow faults to be injected directly
into program variables or statements. The main advantage
of high-level fault-injection mechanisms is that the mapping
from the fault injection results to the code is straightforward.
However, these techniques are less accurate than low-level
techniques for emulating hardware faults, as they do not map
one on one to machine code.
In this paper, we present LLFI, a SWiFI tool that allows
faults to be injected at the LLVM compiler’s intermediate
representation (IR) level. LLVM is a widely used compiler
infrastructure that has been ported to many different platforms [12]. The LLVM IR is strongly typed, and allows
identification of high-level source constructs. At the same time,
it is able to represent low-level hardware operations, giving
it the ability to accurately represent machine instructions.
Based on LLVM, LLFI is able to perform static analysis and
inject faults in selected locations in the program. In recent

work, we have found that fault injections performed at the
LLVM compiler’s intermediate code level is accurate compared
to assembly-level fault injections [13]. Therefore, LLFI is
able to combine the configurability of high-level techniques,
with the accuracy of low-level techniques. Furthermore, LLFI
helps in understanding the effect of different fault injection
parameters on application error resilience at LLVM IR level,
which composes the other main contribution of this work.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first
provide general background about the area. We then describe
the high-level operation of LLFI and its architecture. We
demonstrate the configurability of LLFI by using it to investigate the resilience of nine benchmark programs with respect
to its different configuration options, namely instruction type,
register target and fault type. We find that (1) Instruction types
have a marked effect on the Crash and Silent Data Corruption
(SDC) rates of applications, (2) Differences in register targets
result in different failure types, and (3) There is no difference
between injecting single and double bit flips in SDC rates, but
there is a difference in Crash rates, provided the double bit
flips are close in time. Finally, we survey related work and
conclude the paper.
II.

FAULT M ODEL AND BACKGROUND

In this section, we first describe our fault model and the
general notion of error resilience. We then briefly describe the
LLVM system that is used in this paper.
Fault Model: In our fault model, we consider transient
and intermittent faults that occur in the processor. These
are usually caused by cosmic ray or alpha particle strikes
affecting flip flops and logic elements. We consider faults
that occur in the processor’s computation units, i.e., the ALU
and the address computation for loads and stores. However,
faults in the memory components such as caches are not
considered, since these components are usually protected at
the architectural level using ECC or parity. We do not consider
faults in the control logic of the processor as this is a small
portion of the processor area, nor do we consider faults in
the instructions’ encoding, as these can be handled through
control-flow checking techniques [14]. Other work has made
similar assumptions [2], [15], [11], [5], [10].
Error Resilience: We define the resilience of an application as its ability to withstand hardware faults if they
occur, without leading to a crash, hang or incorrect output, also
known as Silent Data Corruptions (SDCs). We are primarily
interested in evaluating the resilience of applications using
Software Implemented Fault Injection (SWiFI). Therefore, we
only inject faults into the program’s data or instructions that are
visible at the assembly code or higher levels, rather than into
the micro-architectural structures where the faults will occur.
Further, we consider only activated faults (i.e., faults that are
read by the program before being overwritten), as we are not
interested in fault masking at the hardware level.
LLVM: LLVM [12] is a compiler infrastructure for lifelong program analysis and optimization. Like most compilers,

LLVM consists of a front-end to translate code from a highlevel language such as C/C++ to an intermediate representation
(IR), and a backend to translate the IR code to machine code
for specific platforms such as x86 processors, ARM etc. The IR
code is transformed by multiple optimization passes, including
user-written ones, before being converted to the machine code.
The LLVM IR is a typed language, in which source-level
constructs can be easily represented. In particular, it preserves
the variable and function names, making source mapping
feasible. Further, LLVM has extensive support for program
analysis and transformations which makes it easier to study
the effect of fault injection at a higher level than the assembly
language. Therefore, we choose LLVM for building LLFI.
III.

Customizability and Analysis: LLFI has the following
features for easy customization.
•

Instruction selection: LLFI allows choosing a specific
instruction or instruction type to inject into. This is
done at compile-time.

•

Register selection: LLFI allows choosing a specific
register or operand of the instruction to inject into.
This is also done at compile-time.

•

Fault type selection: LLFI gives the user the ability
to specify different kinds of faults to inject at selected
points in the program. This is done at runtime.

LLFI: W ORKFLOW AND D ESIGN

LLFI is a fault injection tool that works at the LLVM
compiler’s IR level, and allows fault-injections to be performed
at specific program points, and into specific instructions.
LLFI is closely integrated with the LLVM compiler, and can
hence support a wide variety of programs and programming
languages and architectures [12].
Workflow: Figure 1 shows the workflow of LLFI. LLFI
first takes the program’s source code as input and converts it to
the LLVM IR using LLVM compiler. LLFI then instruments
the IR code with fault injection functions at every program
point where a fault can potentially be injected. The determination of these program points is based on the compiletime options provided by the user. Examples of compiletime options are the types of instructions and the register
operands of the instructions. After this phase, the instrumented
IR code is passed to the LLVM compiler’s backend and the
machine code is generated. We link the generated machine
code with custom libraries to generate two executables. The
first executable is the profiling executable, which profiles each
fault injection site in the program to find the number of
times it is executed. This information is passed to the second
fault injection executable, which chooses an injection site at
random from the total number of fault injection site executions
(gathered by the profiling phase). The fault is then injected at
this site by our custom fault injection library, and the program
is executed to completion. The type of fault injected as well
as the number of faults are decided based on a set of runtime
options that are specified by the user. The fault injection results
are then gathered and aggregate statistics are computed.

Fig. 2: LLFI architecture and implementation
Architecture: Figure 2 shows the high-level organization
of LLFI. It consists of two main components as follows:
LLVM Passes: These are implemented as passes in the
LLVM compiler. A pass is an analysis or transformation
module that is invoked whenever a compilation unit (e.g.,
function) is encountered for the first time by LLVM. The
passes are responsible for instrumenting the IR code with the
fault injection and profiling functions of LLFI. They take as
input the program IR code, and a set of compile-time options
specified as a Yaml file. A script then parses these options and
passes them as command line arguments to LLFI’s passes.
LLFI has two passes, namely the profiling pass and the
fault injection pass, which are responsible for producing the
profiling executable and the fault injection executable respectively. Both passes invoke the Instruction Selector, Register
Selector and the Selector Manager to decide what to instrument. The Instruction Selector is responsible for deciding
what IR instructions should be chosen for instrumentation
based on the command line arguments passed in by the script.
Similarly, the Register Selector is responsible for deciding
which register operands of the IR instructions should be chosen
for instrumentation. The Selector Manager component ensures
that these choices are compatible with each other. For example,
not all IR instructions will have a destination register, and
if this option is chosen by the register selector, then the
corresponding instruction cannot be chosen for injection.

Fig. 1: LLFI workflow from the user perspective

Runtime Library: There are two runtime libraries in LLFI,
which implement the profiling and fault injection functions
respectively. These libraries are linked to the compiled IR
code after the instrumentation phase of LLFI to form the
profiling and fault-injection executables. The profiling libraries
gather the dynamic execution counts of each location that is

TABLE I: Benchmarks used for evaluating LLFI

Benchmark
bfs
cutcp
histo
mri-q
sad
sgemm
spmv
stencil
tpacf

Description
Breadth-First Search
Distance-Cutoff Coulombic Potential
Saturating Histogram
Magnetic Resonance Imaging - Q
Sum of Absolute Differences
Dense Matrix-Matrix Multiply
Sparse-Matrix Dense-Vector Multiplication
3-D Stencil Operation
Two Point Angular Correlation Function

Input
1M
small
default
small
default
small
medium
small
small

instrumented by the LLVM passes and write this data out to a
profile file after the program ends. The fault injection libraries
read the profile file to obtain the total execution counts of the
instrumented locations, and then choose a location at random
from the executed locations. They then inject a fault into
the chosen instruction when the corresponding fault injection
function is invoked at runtime. The type of fault injected, and
the number of injected faults are determined by the runtime
parameters passed to the library.
IV.

E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP

In this section, we first introduce the benchmarks we use,
and then the experimental procedure to demonstrate LLFI.
Benchmarks: We choose nine programs from the PARBOIL benchmark suite [16] to evaluate the configurability of
LLFI. The benchmark characteristics are presented in Table I.
We choose these benchmarks to represent a wide range of
commodity and scientific applications. We run each benchmark
to completion with a test or default input that comes with the
suite.
System: The experiments were carried out on a Intel Xeon
E5 based machine, with 32 GB of RAM and 400 GB Hard
drive. The machine was running Linux 3.2.
Research Questions: The research questions aim to validate the configurability and injection capabilities of LLFI.
•

RQ1 What is the effect of injecting faults into different
types of instructions at the LLVM IR level ?

•

RQ2 What is the effect of injecting faults into different
kinds of registers or operands at the LLVM IR level ?

•

RQ3 How does the choice of single bit flip or double
bit flip fault type affect the overall results of the fault
injection ?

Experimental procedure: To answer the three research
questions (RQs), we configured LLFI for three scenarios,
namely (1) injecting faults in different instruction types, (2)
injecting faults in source registers and destination registers,
and (3) injecting faults under single bit flip and double bit
flip scenarios. For each case, we ran 1000 fault injections per
benchmark (more in some cases), to obtain tight error bounds
on the injections. The 95% error bars ranged from 0.6167% to
1.58% depending on the benchmark. In total, we inject over a
million faults across all the benchmarks and configurations.

TABLE II: Instruction Types that we consider for the IR
instructions
Instruction type
fadd
fsub
fmul
fdiv
add
sub
mul
fcmp
icmp
and
or
xor
shift
load
store
getelementptr
sext
phi

Description
float point addition
float point subtraction
float point multiplication
float point division
integer addition
integer subtraction
integer multiplication
float point comparison
integer comparison
bitwise AND
bitwise OR
bitwise XOR
left or right shifting
load data from memory
store data to memory
calculate address with offset values
signed extension
used to implement Static Single Assignment (SSA) form [18]

experiment where we injected double-bit flips in the program.
The second bit flip was injected either into the same instruction
(i.e., register) or in a different instruction as the first flip. In
this experiment, we only considered the source registers of
instructions. In cases where a different instruction was chosen
for the double bit flip, we select it within a dynamic window
size of ’w’ from the first instruction. This is to emulate the
effect of double-bit flip faults that happen closely clustered in
time, but do not affect the same location [17]. We also varied
the window size for double-bit flip faults over five values,
namely 1, 4, 10, 100 and 1000 instructions, to emulate different
ranges of impact for the fault.
Failure categorization: As mentioned earlier, we consider
only activated faults in the results. For a fault to be activated,
the injected location or register must be read by another
instruction in the program. This is because we are interested
in the behaviour of the program given that a fault has occurred
in it, as our goal is to study error resilience (Section II). Our
activation rate is close to 100% as we inject into the source
register, thus ensuring that the faulty value is used right away,
or into destination registers, immediately after the value is
written back.
We classify the outcome of activated faults based on the
program’s behaviour. If the program is terminated by the OS
due to an exception, it is classified as a crash. If the program
produces the same output as the golden (fault-free run), it is
classified as a benign fault. Otherwise, if the output differs
from the golden run, we run benchmark-specific acceptance
tests on the output to determine if it is an SDC. This is because
each program may have a range of acceptable, correct outputs
due to small differences in floating point computations. If the
program takes substantially longer than the golden run and
times out, we classify it as a hang.
V.

R ESULTS

We organize the results based on the research questions
(RQs) introduced in Section IV. We first present the overall
results of the injections in Figure 3.

To study the effect of instruction type (RQ1), we considered 17 different major instruction types in the LLVM IR
code, and performed fault injections for each of these types.
Table II shows the list of selected instruction types. To study
the effect of register types (RQ2), we injected faults into (1)
source registers of each instruction, and (2) destination register
of each instruction. When the instruction had more than one
source register, we chose one at random to inject into. In both
the above experiments, we only injected single bit flip faults.

Overall, across applications, the percentages of crashes
ranges from 10% to 45% (average is 30%), the percentage of
SDCs ranges from 2% to 38% (average is 13%), while Hangs
are negligible. All other injections result in Benign faults, i.e.,
faults that do not have any noticeable effect on the application’s
output despite being activated. These results are for single-bit
fault injections in the source registers of the program.

To understand the effect of single bit flip versus double
bit flip faults (RQ3), we performed another fault injection

Figure 4 shows the distributions of the fault injection
outcomes across benchmarks, categorized based on instruction

A. Instruction Type Effects (RQ1)

Fig. 3: Results for injection of single bit flip faults in source
registers for different benchmarks

Fig. 5: Results of injecting single bit flips in destination
registers for different instruction types

Fig. 4: Results of injecting single bit flips in source registers
for different instruction types

Fig. 6: Results of injecting single bit flip in destination registers
for different benchmark programs

types listed in Table II. These results were obtained through
single-bit flip injections in the source registers of the benchmark programs. The failure modes for each instruction type
are calculated as the mean across all benchmarks. Note that
’phi’ instructions have no source registers, and are hence
not considered in this experiment. We make the following
observations from the figure:

Figure 5 shows the results by instruction type when singlebit flips are injected into the destination registers of the instructions. Note that store instructions have no destination register
and are hence not considered in this experiment. We observe
that there are relatively few differences between injections
into the source and destination registers for the instructions in
Figure 4, 5. An exception is that load instructions have much
lower Crash rates for destination register fault injections than
source register injections. More precisely, the Crash rate of
load instructions is only 7%, when faults are injected into their
destination addresses. This is because a fault in the destination
register of a load address affects the loaded value, whereas
a fault in the source register affects the address being loaded
from. The latter is more likely to cause a crash than the former.
For all other instruction types, the difference between source
and destination register injections is negligible.

(1) Crash rate is negligible (or zero) in floating point instructions (fadd, fsub, fmul, and fdiv), comparison instructions
(fcmp, icmp), and logical operation instructions, (or and xor).
This is because these instructions are almost never used in
memory operand or pointer computations, which are likely to
cause crashes when in error.
(2) For and and shift instructions Crash rate increases to
near 30% and 37%, respectively. One possible explanation for
increase in Crash rate for these two instructions can be that
these instructions are used for memory address calculation
or alignment. Hence, faults in and and shift instructions can
propagate to memory addresses and result in a crash.
(3) Comparison instructions (icmp and fcmp) are highly
fault-tolerant, as evidenced by their high Benign rates. As
most of comparisons in the program check if two variables
are Lesser Than/Greater Than each other, it is very unlikely
that injected faults change the outcome of comparison, especially for floating point comparisons. On the other hand, for
arithmetic instructions (add, sub, mul and div), we observed
that Crash rate is higher by about 17%, 17%, and 23%, respectively. From SDC rate perspective, these instructions have
relatively similar behavior as their floating point counterparts.
(4) Injecting faults in memory instructions has a strong
impact on the application failure mode. For load instructions,
injecting single bit flip faults in source registers (shown in
Figure 4) results in more than 70% Crash rate and 7% SDC
rate. A similar effect is observed for store instructions, where
the Crash rate is 40%, and the SDC rate is 17%.

B. Register Selection Effects (RQ2)
Figure 6 shows the results of injecting single bit flips in
the destination register of instructions, for each benchmark
program. Figure 3 shows the same result when injecting into
the source registers of instructions. As mentioned before,
injecting single bit flip faults in source registers result in 13%
SDC rate, and 34% Crash rate, on average across benchmarks.
The same results for destination register fault injection are 17%
and 26%, for SDC, and Crash rates, respectively.
Thus injecting into destination registers results in higher
SDC rate but lower Crash rate. There are two possible reasons
for this phenomenon. First, when injecting into destination register, one is emulating a fault in the instruction being executed,
but not in other instructions (unless the fault propagates). When
injecting into the source registers however, the fault propagates
to every downstream instruction that uses the source register,
thereby resulting in a higher Crash rate (and correspondingly
smaller SDC rate). Secondly, when injecting into destination
registers, we exclude stores as they do not have a destination
register. As was observed in Figure 4, store instructions have

Fig. 7: Results of injecting single bit-flip compared with double bit-flip in the source registers for different benchmark programs

C. Single Versus Double Bit Flips (RQ3)
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From our results, the key findings that emerge are: (1)
Differences exist among different types of instructions in a
program in terms of their failure rates, (2) Injecting faults
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From the figure, we can observe that the SDC rate is nearly
constant for all values of the window size, and does not differ
from the SDC rate for double bit faults in the same register.
However, the Crash rate increases for double bit flips up to
a window size of 4, after which it stabilizes. The Benign rate
correspondingly decreases and saturates at a window size of
4. This shows that there is no significant effect of double bit
flip faults that affect instructions that are more than a distance
of 4 instructions apart. In other words, the effect of double
bit flip faults in different instructions wanes considerably for
instructions that are farther than 4 instructions apart.
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We now consider the effects of injecting double bit flips
into different instructions rather than the same instruction.
In this experiment, we assume that the registers are chosen
from instructions that are separated by almost ’w’ dynamic
instructions in the program, where ’w’ is the window size in
instructions. Figure 8 shows the effect of varying ’w’ from 1 to
1000 instructions on the different failure modes of the program
across all benchmarks. In the figure, Single shows the failure
rates for single bit flip type, and Double shows the failure rates
when double bit flips are injected into the same register of the
same instruction (as described above). The other points in the
figure correspond to different window sizes.
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We first consider the effect of double bit flips into the same
register for source register injections, i.e., both bit flips happen
in the same source register of the same instruction in Figure
7. From the figure, we can see that double bit flips lead to an
increase in the Crash rate, consistently across all benchmarks.
The increase in the Crash rate is offset by the decrease in the
Benign fault rate. Surprisingly perhaps, double bit flip faults
have no significant impact on the SDC rate compared to single
bit flip faults. One possible reason is that it is more important
which values (or instruction types) are corrupted, rather than
the exact nature of the corruption, for determining SDCs. We
observed a similar behaviour for injections in the destination
registers, but do not present the results due to space constraints.

SDC
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a large contribution to the crash rate, and hence injecting
faults in destination registers corresponds to lower crash rates.
Likewise, we observed in the previous section that injecting
into the destination register of loads results in lower Crash
rate than the corresponding injections into the source registers.
Therefore the crash rate is higher for source registers.

Window Size

Fig. 8: Effect of varying the window size for double bit flip
injections across benchmark programs
into source registers leads to higher crash rates compared to
destination registers, and (3) There is no difference in the SDC
rates of programs whether single bit flips or double bit flips
(in the same or different instructions) are injected.
Our results indicate that some instruction types are more
resilient to errors than others, e.g., comparison instructions.
Other work [19] has attempted to investigate similar correlations at the assembly language level, but has not found
evidence of such correlations. This suggests that the resilience
characteristics of individual instructions is more apparent at
the intermediate code level, possibly because the low-level
hardware features are abstracted away at the intermediate level,
and hence the resilience features of the application dominate.
We will further test this hypothesis in future work.
Another implication of our work is that it does not matter
for the SDC rate of the program whether single-bit flip or
double bit-flip faults are injected. A recent study by Cho et.
al. [17] has found that many hardware faults manifest as
multiple bit flips in the program, and hence traditional singlebit flip injection may not be sufficient to model these faults.
Our results show that if the primary focus is on SDCs, then
single bit flip fault models may be sufficient for analyzing
the resilience of the program, compared to double bit flips.
A similar result was obtained by Ayatollahi et a. [20] when
performing injections at the assembly language level.
VII.

R ELATED W ORK

Program-level fault injection for hardware faults:
Propane [9] injects faults at the program level and traces their
propagation in the program. However, Propane operates on
the program’s source code level and may not be accurate
in emulating hardware faults. A number of papers [21], [2],

[11], [5] present software techniques to protect programs from
hardware faults. Similar to LLFI, the authors of the above
papers develop fault injectors based on the LLVM compiler
to validate their technique. However, none of them describe
the fault injector in detail, nor do they attempt to make it
configurable.
KULFI [10], which stands for “Configurable Injector”,
is also built using the LLVM compiler infrastructure, and
operates on the IR code. KULFI shares many of the goals
of LLFI, including configurability and usability. XRay [22] is
a tool built on top of KULFI to aid in visualizing the fault
injection results and mapping it back to the program’s code.
Another fault injector similar to KULFI is FlipIt [23], which
aims to inject faults into large-scale parallel applications. None
of the above papers however consider the effects of the fault
injection parameters on application resilience.
In our prior work [24], we have described the design of
LLFI, and have evaluated it in the context of soft-computing
applications, or applications in which the output can differ
from the correct output up to an acceptable margin. Our
earlier work focused on validating the accuracy of LLFI with
regard to assembly level fault injections. We have subsequently
quantified the accuracy of LLFI with regard to assemblylevel injection for general-purpose applications [13]. However,
neither paper considered the architecture of LLFI, nor did they
evaluate the effect of the different fault injection parameters.
Assembly code level fault injection: There has been
substantial amount of work in fault-injection at the assembly
language level for emulating hardware faults. Examples of this
approach are NFTAPE [6], GOOFI-2 [7] and Xception [8].
NFTAPE uses break-point based injection at the machine code
level. While it allows the user to define their own injectors
that can operate at the source code level, no support is
provided for statically analyzing the code and customizing the
injector. GOOFI-2 supports three methods of fault injection,
namely instrumentation-based, exception-based and Nexusbased. Xception uses debug registers and features found in
many modern processors to inject faults at runtime. All three
methods however operate at the assembly code, compared to
our approach which works at the intermediate code level.
Fault injection for software faults: Techniques for injecting software faults in programs typically operate at the sourcecode level, or at levels close to the source code (e.g., on the
abstract syntax tree). G-SWiFT is a technique that attempts to
emulate software faults at the machine code level [25], by identifying patterns of assembly code instructions corresponding to
high-level software constructs and injecting faults in them to
emulate software bugs. In recent work, Giuffrida et al. present
EDFI [26], a fault-injection tool for injecting software faults at
the LLVM IR level. Similar to LLFI, they transform the code
at compile-time with fault-injection instrumentation, and defer
the decision of when and where to inject faults to runtime.
However, their constraints are different from ours as they aim
to accurately emulate the effects of software faults.
VIII.

C ONCLUSION

We presented LLFI, a fault injection tool that operates at
the intermediate code level of the LLVM compiler infrastructure. LLFI is highly configurable, and allows users to select
instructions, registers and fault types to inject into programs.
We demonstrated the capabilities of LLFI on nine benchmark
programs, and studied their error resilience behaviour. Our
experiments found that (1) instruction type is highly correlated with failure outcome, (2) register targets for injection
influences the failure rate of applications, and (3) injecting

double bit faults changes the crash rate but not the SDC rate of
applications, and only within a short window of 4 instructions.
Note: LLFI is publicly available for download at
https://github.com/DependableSystemsLab/LLFI.
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